Introduction to Python Programming

A program is a sequence of instructions that specifies how to perform a computation.

For each question below what is the output of the statement(s)? If there is an error state what kind of error has occurred and fix the error.

1. `print("I am so excited to learn Python!")`

2. `print("6+7")`

3. `print("six plus seven is . . . ")`
   ```
   6+7
   ```

4. `print("Hello, world")`
5. `print(16 / (5 - 5))`

6. `print("Hello!")`

7. `print("The average of 8, 6, and 4 is:")
   print(8 + 6 + 4)  # calculate and print average
   print("\%")`

8. `print("How many lines")
   print()  # what does this line do?
   print("are printed?")`